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Some Hard Problems on the 2016 AMC 8 are 

Exactly the Same as Previous Problems on 

the AMC 10/12 and the Other Competitions 

 Henry Wan, Ph.D. 

 

We have developed a comprehensive, integrated, non-redundant, well-annotated database “CMP” 

consisting of competitive math problems, including all previous problems on the AMC 8/10/12, 

AIME, MATHCOUNTS, Math Kangaroo Contest, Math Olympiads for Elementary and 

Middle Schools (MOEMS), ARML, HMMT, Math League, PUMaC, Stanford Math 

Tournament (SMT). The CPM is an invaluable “big data” system we use for our research and 

development, and is a golden resource for our students, who are the ultimate beneficiaries. 

 

We have also devised a data mining and predictive analytics tool for math problem similarity 

searching. Using this powerful tool, we can align query math problems against those present in 

the target database “CPM,” and then find those similar problems in the CMP database. 

For those hard problems on the 2016 AMC 8, based on the database searching, we have found: 

 2016 AMC 8 Problem 21 is completely the same as 2001 AMC 10 Problem 23/2001 

AMC 12 Problem 11  

 2016 AMC 8 Problem 24 is similar to the following problems: 

 2004 International Schools Mathematics Teachers Foundation (ISMTF) Junior 

Mathematics Competition – Team Event Problem 17 

 2005 BRITISH COLUMBIA COLLEGES Senior High School Mathematics 

Contest, Final Round, Part B (May 6, 2005) Problem 1 

https://ivyleaguecenter.wordpress.com/2015/09/23/mathcounts-challenging-students-to-achieve-in-math/
https://ivyleaguecenter.wordpress.com/2016/09/01/math-kangaroo-contest/
http://www.moems.org/
http://www.moems.org/
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Math_League
https://www.ismtf.org/
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 2008 Bermuda S2 US Grade 10 Mathematics Olympiad (May 4, 2008), Part B 

Problem 1 
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Section 1. 2016 AMC 10A Problem 21 is completely the same as 

2001 AMC 10 Problem 23/2001 AMC 12 Problem 11  

 

2016 AMC 8 Problem 21 

A box contains 3 red chips and 2 green chips. Chips are drawn randomly, one at a time without 

replacement, until all 3 of the reds are drawn or until both green chips are drawn. What is the 

probability that the 3 reds are drawn?  

 

Solution 1 

There are two methods to draw chips, either all the red chips are drawn or all the  green chips are 

drawn. But of course those cannot happen at the same time. We distinguish 5 cases as shown in 

the following table, according to the numbers of red and green chips: 3 red chips, 3 red chips and 

1 green chip, 2 green chips, 2 green chip and 1 red chip, and 2 green chip and 2 red chips.  

 

Numbers of Red and Green Chips List of Configurations Number of Configurations 

3 red chips  RRR 1 

3 red chips and 1 green chip GRRR, RGRR, RRGR 3 

2 green chips GG 1 

2 green chip and 1 red chip RGG, GRG 2 

2 green chip and 2 red chips RRGG, RGRG, GRRG 3 

 

The total number of possible outcomes is:             .  The number of favorable 

outcomes, in which the last chip drawn is red, is:      . Thus, the probability is  

 

  
 

 

 
  

So the answer is (B). 

Solution 2 
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Imagine drawing until only one chip remains. If the remaining chip is green, then that draw 

would have ended when the third red chip was drawn. The last chip will be white with 

probability 
 

 
. 

 

Notes: 

This problem is completely the same as the following previous AMC10/12 problem: 

2001 AMC 10 Problem 23/2001 AMC 12 Problem 11 

A box contains exactly five chips, three red and two white. Chips are randomly removed one at a 

time without replacement until all the red chips are drawn or all the white chips are drawn. What 

is the probability that the last chip drawn is white? 

 

The answer of this problem is 
 

 
, while 2016 AMC 8 Problem 21 is about finding the 

complementary probability, and the answer is 
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Don't worry--I hear the probability of success is higher than you'd think. 

 

In my AMC 10/12 Prep Class, I ever used Problem #23 on the 2001 AMC 10, as a typical 

examples, to elegantly solve discrete probability  problems on the AMC10/12, including the 

complementary probabilities. There were 23 middle schoolers to attend my AMC 10/12 Prep 

Class. When they attended the 2016 AMC 8, they already knew how to solve this exact problem 

and its answer: 
 

 
. So they took one second to bubble the correct answer (B) and then got 1 point 

easily! 

 

This year’s AMC 8 has a similar difficulty level as last year’s AMC 8; however, it was much 

more difficult than the AMC 8 of the years before 2015. Because the AMC 8 problems are 

getting harder, we must practice not only previous AMC 8 problems but also easy or medium 

difficulty level problems from previous AMC 10 to do well on the AMC 8. 
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Section 2. 2016 AMC 8 Problem 24 is the same as three previous 

problems on the other math contests 

2016 AMC 8 Problem 24 

The digits 1, 2, 3, 4, and 5 are each used once to write a five-digit number      . The three-

digit number     is divisible by 4, the three-digit number     is divisible by 5, and the three-

digit number     is divisible by 3. What is  ? 

 

This problem is exactly the same as the following previous problems on the three other 

math competitions: 

1. International Schools Mathematics Teachers Foundation (ISMTF) Junior 

Mathematics Competition 2004 - Team Event Problem 17  

The digits 1, 2, 3, 4, and 5 are each used once to compose a five-digit number      , such that 

the 3-digit number     is divisible by 4,     is divisible by 5, and     is divisible by 3. What is 

the number      ? 

The problem can be found at:  

http://www.ismtf.org/files/3113/1667/6779/Team_2004.doc. 

International Schools Mathematics Teachers Foundation (ISMTF) <http://www.ismtf.org/> — 

annual competition for high school students attending an international school. Held every year in 

a different school.  

 

2. BRITISH COLUMBIA COLLEGES Senior High School Mathematics Contest, 

2005 

Final Round, Part B (Friday May 6, 2005) Problem 1.  

http://www.ismtf.org/files/3113/1667/6779/Team_2004.doc
http://www.ismtf.org/
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The digits 1, 2, 3, 4, and 5 are each used once to compose a five digit number       such that 

the three digit number     is divisible by 4,     is divisible by 5, and     is divisible by 3. Find 

the digit  . 

The problem can be found at:  

http://people.okanagan.bc.ca/clee/bcssmc/2005%5CSeniorFinalPartB2005_Apr25.pdf 

 

3. This problem also appeared in the Bermuda S2 US Grade 10 Mathematics 

Olympiad 

Part B Problem 1: 

The digits 1, 2, 3, 4, and 5 are each used once to compose a five-digit number      , such that 

the three-digit number     is divisible by 4,     is divisible by 5, and     is divisible by 3. 

Determine the number      . Explain your solution. 

The problem can be found at:  

http://www.ctybermuda.com/wp-content/uploads/2012/01/Bermuda-S2-US-Gr10-2008-Math-

Olympiad-Questions.pdf 

 

Hints and Method of Attack for Solving 2016 AMC 8 Problem 24 

                       . 

    is divisible by 4 ⟹         . 

    is divisible by 5 ⟹    . 

        is divisible by 3 ⟹       is divisible by 3 ⟹ 

 If     ⟹           is divisible by 3 where    1, 3, or 4 ⟹ No solution for 

  

 If     ⟹            is divisible by 3 where    1, 2, or 3 ⟹      

 ⟹         ⟹    = 12 or 21 ⟹    = 24 or 14 

    is divisible by 4 ⟹    is divisible by 4  

http://people.okanagan.bc.ca/clee/bcssmc/2005%5CSeniorFinalPartB2005_Apr25.pdf
http://www.ctybermuda.com/wp-content/uploads/2012/01/Bermuda-S2-US-Gr10-2008-Math-Olympiad-Questions.pdf
http://www.ctybermuda.com/wp-content/uploads/2012/01/Bermuda-S2-US-Gr10-2008-Math-Olympiad-Questions.pdf
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 ⟹    = 14 is impossible, and the only possibility is that       and     

 ⟹            . 

 

Solution 1 

Note that     is divisible by 5.   has to be eigher 0 or 5, but it cannot equal 0.   must be 5. 

Since     is divisible by 3,       should be divisible by 3, and thus,     must have a 

remainder of 1 when divided by 3. Because        , we have: 

            

So 

                   

Since     is divisible by 4,   must be even — it must be 4. Then   is 3. Then   has to be 2 

since 14 is not divisible by 4, and   is 1 by elimination. 

 

Solution 2 

Because     is divisible by 5,   should equal eigher 0 or 5, but it cannot equal 0 based on the 

conditions given in the problem. So    . Since     is divisible by 4,    must be divisible by 

4, and thus,  

             

We use casework on   . 

Case 1.      . We have 

                         

Neither     nor     is divisible by 3 because          and          are not 

divisible by 3. This case is impossible. 

Case 2.      . We have 
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Neither     nor     is divisible by 3 because          and         are not 

divisible by 3. This case is also impossible. 

Case 3.      . We have 

                         

Since          is not divisible by 3,     is not divisible by 3. Note that          

is divisible by 3. Thus,     is divible by 3. So there is only one solution: 

             

Hence,    . The answer is (A). 

 

Inspired by the 2016 AMC 8 Problem 24, we raise the following: 

New Problem: 

The digits 1, 2, 3, 4, and 5 are each used once to write a five-digit number      , such that the 

three-digit number     is divisible by 3, the three-digit number     is divisible by 4, and the 

three-digit number     is divisible by 5. How many such five-digit numbers are there? 

(A) 0  (B) 1  (C) 2  (D) 3  (E) 4 

Hints and Method of Attack 

                       . 

    is divisible by 5 ⟹      

      . 

    is divisible by 4 ⟹   must be even, and    is divisible by 4 ⟹             

Case 1:       or     ⟹               is not divisible by 3 ⟹     is not 

divisible by 3 ⟹ Impossible 

Case 2:       ⟹         or     ⟹               is divisible by 3 ⟹ 

    is divisible by 3  
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Conclusion: 

                      

 

 

 

 


